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ABSTRACT
In the process of teacher evaluation, much needs to

be taken into account otherthan a teacher's activities and behaviors
inside the classroom. -Also to be considered are the teacher's fixed
goals for a particular class, his attitude toward his students, his
peersl'attitudes toward him, and an instructor's professional
activities. Who should conduct the 'evaluation of teachers is
something to be taken very seriously. Some possibilities are an

-independent evaluation agency, interested students,. faculty and
' administrators in a college, or perhaps 'a ComMitcee.composed of

junior and senior members of a department. Who does it depends on
what purpose the evaluation i-s. to serve. Information derived from. an

evaluation should be used as feedbackfor the instructor in
ordqk that he might understand what others view as his faults. Then,
a follow -up evaluation should be conducted to answer, the following .

questions: (1) Did the instructor. make an attempt to improve what he
or she was doing? CO Are the instructor's values wi egard to
things like professional research, writing and c. eity ervibe
compatible with the institution's values? (3) Do colleague perceive
the instructor as a valuable member of the facul ? a1' (4) Have
students reported that what they leaihed from th cdurse, in class
and out, helped them in decisiohs about what-to- 3or in, .

post-graduate study or on thejob? The answers tO these questions
should help to determine whether%the faculty member should be .

promoted or given tenure. (HS)
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Evaluating Teaching:
Some Problems

There is now awareness of stronit, needs to implemeht
methods conducive to te improvement of teaching
apd providing Objective data for evaluation purpose;;
Faculty and administrators can no iongev say merely
that they,..recognize the problem 'anti that they want
to do something about it Pressures from college ad
ministrations. students. legislatures. tl-t" job market.
and other sources are demanding' that action be
taken Current procedures range from informal
student initiated and run evaluations to those hay
ing varying degrees of support from administrators
and faculty_ The goals of 'these procedures vary from
telling students what the good and bad courses'are

-to frovkling administrators with something more
than hearsay information about who the effective
teachers are

Lost in discuss' ns about how to gather the neces
sary data, and houi reliable and valid student inputs
can be. Is an extremeWimportan. iFt,:e Faculty mem-
hers have hardly been overly enthusiastic towards
evaluation systems An important reason for this is

t',` that evaluation is an emotional issue and, conse
quently, defeilsive behaviors are evoked fI,, members

Vel of the facult Most college teachers woull; acknowlI
edge that tea fling effectiveness needs to br improved,

1 that objective1 methods must be estabk,l1-..d for elim
,.. 1 mating the deadwood from their ranks and for mak
, T .
,,.^ mg promotion and tenure decisions But rew are
I willing to admit that perhaps their own teaching

needs to be improved, that they may be one of the
instances of departmental deadwood, or that they
have not earned a promotion In a nutshell. evalua-
tions are often seen as a threat to selfzesteem and to
job security. People have a tendency .to resist such
threats.

The resistance can take several forms. ranging from
overt oppos;tion by voting against a system to verb-
ali3..critici7.ing It. K E Eble in The Recognition and
Evaluation of College Teaching (November. 19; has
provided several familiar examples of the latter
Some of the criticisms he found associated with eval-
uating teaching were considerations 1) that it could
lead tc unhealthy competition among faculty mem-
ber-. 2) that student inputs would not be valid since
they could be misleading or madecmate. 3) that the
teaching peccess,could became rather stereotyped and
4) that no one knows what constitutes ercZrctive teach-
ing The tendency has been to recognize the resistance
and then move along with the development of Pleth
ods to do the evaluation. It has not been sufficiently
appreciated that this resistance will make it difficult
for an ealuation system to be accepted and etTec-
tnely employed. A well-designed system could atten-
uate some of this resistance. Current proposals.
hoverer' are rather narrowly conceived and made
queue to gain wide faculty support. Rather than
minimize the threat to self esteem and lob security.
they will more than likely only increase it.

iere are severalfactor, associated with current
meth ds and assumptions which contribute to this
probl in In the follum mg paragraphs, I will describe
these factors, specify their implications for the eval-
uation protess and ,gest some ways that the' prob-
lems might be overc me.



To evaluate teaching implies that'one knows the
relationship between teaching and learning. Unfor:
tunately, it not clear just what the relationship
really is Even so. evaluation systems are established

1 without considering this issue in depth. In looking
over some of the questionnaire data from othe- col-
leges, it would seem that the designers have implicitly
answered the question A casual glance at any ques
tionnaire designed to evaluate a teacher revealsinony
familiar queries about the behaviorof the teacher
teacher explains clearly, is friendly kward students.
,posseses self-confidence There.are two problems with
the approach implied by such items. First, the activity
of students in the teaching learning process is
ignored Teacher interpersonal behaviors and meth
ods are only effective to the point that students are
willing and able to use them. What the student really
(needs from the teacher, in drdei- to learn, is not
emphasized in this approach. With regard to learn-
ing the content of a course, most of this takes place
in the privacy of the student's study area. The use-
fulness to the student of such things as the teacher's
sense of humor! seK,confidence, greeting students
outside of class and other similar Iprgets of evalua-
tion instruments is not clear.'lf ctintent.acquisitio
is one of the.major goals of education, what relevanCe
do these items have to how well a teacher accom-
plishes that goal?

A second. related problem wah thjs approach is
that it assumes ideal sets of teacher interpersonal
behaviors and classroom methods if this`were true,
one would expect that some teacher interpersonal
behaviors and classroom methods would be mot ef-
fective than others in this process Otherwise. why ask
questions about how well teachers do things? Unfor-
tunately, the research literature offers little support
for making that assumption_With regard to content
acquisition, it is becoming clear that a wide variet of
teaching methods 'lecture. lecture disc.ussion. discus-
sion) lead to approximately the same amount of con-
tent acquisition, as R. Dubin and T C. Taveggia argue
in The Teaclung Learning Paradox Similarly. there
is noclear evidence that a teacher's qualities such as
availability to meet with students, possessing a
friendly manner. showing self confidence or a sense
of humor are positively related to various amounts'of
content acquisition -While students may be more
satisfied or interested in class when teachers exhibit
such bellaviors, the effect that has on their learning
is not clear To date. research on the relationship
between rating scale categories and content learning
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has failed to show that there is any su6stantial
relationship.

One might argue, of course, that althoud`there are
few differencan content acquisition, different class-
room methods and teacher interpersonal behaviors
may affect

.the learning of non- content skills (e g.. positiv socie-
tal values. collaborative Interpersonal skills, ability to
use resources). There are several issues to take with
this thinking. Granted that chstinguiShable methods
might lead to changes in non-content be aviors of
students, it is not clear w hat methods or t cher inter-
personal behaviors work best. Further ore, dot every
teacher is in/erested in establOung goals in addition
to content,-learning for his or her classes. To evaluate
all teachers on this basis would be an obvious injustice
to many.

Judging, then, from these considerations, an eval-
uation .system should not make a priori judgments
about ideal [gather interpersonal behaviors and class--
room methods. Teachers have known intuitively for a
long time that there are no such things. It is not sur-.
prising% that they resist instruments that unply that
such behaviors exist. A better way to initiate ale
evaluation of teaching is to ask teachers what their
goals are for a class Presumably, what tp-ey do in the
classroom is related to their goals. Oneiiispett he---evaluation would be how well the classroo environ-
ment is related to the student's ability to obtain con-. -
tent nclfor non-content goals No ideal set of teacher
behaviors or goals are implied in this approach. Since
different instructors have different -goals. a variety
of interpersonal behaviors and methods would be
expected The evaluation interest is in whether the
insu actor was able to-accomplish stated goals and
which of his or her activities need to be improved.

To state as precisely as possible th° goals for a
course. once could begin, for example, with general
goals of content acquisition and the developing of
interpersonal collaborative skills in students For ex-
ample. "Students should be able to list the Important
dates and events associated with a given period of
history.- Or. The student should be able to write a
satisfactory term paper in collaboration with two
other students Students votod then be polled to
see how well things like lectures. outside readings
and small group meetings allowed these particular
goals to be obtained The real test of the effectiveness
of a leather's behavior is how the things he or she
did 'were seen as useful contributions to the student's
extienence with the course.

the student's satisfaction with a coure or
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t One advantage here is that instructors are free to
specify the type of classroom environment they want
to establish and be ev.4-thiated, with regard to how
well their methods allowed their goals to be met. If
one goal was to show students that teachers are
human beings, then an instructor might do this by
meeting with students informally, or appearing
friendly. However, no assumptions are made "across
the boat-d" as to the desirability of any one behavior
for every instructor. Faculty members should feel lesS
threatened under this approach singe they are not
asked to conform too called "ideal" behaviors. Fur-
thermore, the use of student feedback could serve
as a basis for modifying goals and/or methods tos
improve the classroom environment. This process
could only lead to employment of a wider variety of
teacher interpersonal behaviors and methods. Any
subsequent changes in classroom activities would be
the result of an objective examination of the methods
previously employed. Surely this is 1)0fel' than the
subjective approach most often used today. Finally,
this approach forces the evaluator to consider each
class situation as a unique entity. While this means
more work Cit. the evaluator, such a system should
contribute less to faculty resistance.

Classroom-related behaviors are certainly only
one measure of a teacher's effectiveness. One should
consider the instructor's influence once 'the student
leaves the classroom. Some areas that should be con-
sidered are how the student perceives a given teacher
as influencing a) student's major field of study, b)
types of course electives, c) decision to do post-
graduate study, decision about what job to take
and e) how well the instructor prepared the student
to work or study in a field pbviously, the above are
not the only things one could consider They are
merely examples of some of the ways an instructor's
influence might appear outside of class The impor-
tant point to recognize is that effectiveness criteria
should not be locked into classroom-related behaviors

How a teacher is perceived by his peers is an equally
important part of an evaluation system. Cleagues
can provide insights related to wnat they feel an in-
structor's academic and personal strengths andweak-
nesses are. Since such opinions have implications for
how a -eacher relates to colleagues and students,
these thoughts should be brought to the surface. Few
instructors know where they stand in relation to their
col leagues and how their behaviors are judged by
thlm. For the instructor who is interested in improve-
'mint this can be valuable information.

3

Finally, an instructor's professional activities should
igcounted insan evaluation. Factors like research,

professional writing, involviment in professional or-
ganizations and meetings and involvement in corn:
munitv affairs are important. It must"be noted that
these things should be compared tvith the values of
the educationa' institution. Conflicts can occur tvhen
theinstructor's values and those of the institution
are at variance (e.g, on, the importance of,research).
One function pn evaluation could serve is to show

.insts,uctors where the discrepancies exist early in their
careers. I suspect that some of the...sfirprise at not
being promoted would disappear i1' such discrepan-
cies were made 'explicit.

It'Should be clear at this point. that I regard class-
room activities as only one area that should be con-
sidered in developing an evaluation system. Many
recent attempts at thtfuation have not adequately i.

incorporzited this thinking. Consequently, and
understandebly, faculty members are cool toward
evaluation processes that rely exclusively on
classroom-related behaviors.

But thenost neglected problem4s just how an eve
" uation systnm ought to be run and what-methods of

data .collection might be used successftfily. I have
three major suggestions to make: First, question-
naires and personal interviews:though useful tech-
niques for obtaining data, cannot be designed
intuitively. Professional consultkion should be .
sought in the design and implementation of these
methods if they are to beused by someone not trained
in how to develop them. To measure a tTcher's abil-
ities, we want the most -enable and t,ralicli procedures
available. While an info mal approach might appear
to he less threatening -the a more rigorous one, that
is exactly the approach most likely to suffer from defi-
ciencies in method A familiar pr=oblem is the,one in
which faculty members recognize those deficiencies

Nici then, appropriately. reject the data. Anything
that is tvortli measuring is worth measuring well.

As a second point, questions about faculty behavior
should be written carefully. A little known phe om-
enon is a student's tendency not bo rate the ac ial
behavior of the faculty member lnstettd the rating is
made oh how much that behavior deviates from a
reference point that the student employs. For ex-
ample, the instructor may be considered good or poor
with reference to how s'me "ideal" teacher behaves
or in terms of the "average ability of the student's
other instructors." In other words. the rating tends to
reflect the discrepancy between the student's refei-

O
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once point and his impression of the instructor he is
evaluating With traditional rating procedures, these
reference 'points are not assessed directly. The extent
to which low'ratings (or high ones) reflect the same'
degree of discrepancy between the reference point
andthe actual behavior depends upon the assump-
tions that all students use the same rql4erence point
and have the same level t ftxpectations for. that ref-;

erence point. That is, no problem would occur if all
students used the average ability of all their instruc-
tor,1 as a reference point and rated this ability as
"good" on a given question The rating of the acts al
behavior for that category1(e g . organization of 'lec-
tures) would represent the same discrepancy for all
students Unfortunately, research just completed by
this author shows that students use niorf than ones
reference point and that the reference points differ by
student and the types of questions asked. Since the ref-
erence-point value systems of-students a e different,
individual] valuations on a rating scale ar basically
incomparable; tVey cannot be legitimately c mbined..ir
This consideration 'questions' the appropriateness of
all traditional rating procedures that are so often
employed in teacher evaluation questionnaires.

There are at least two ways that this problem might
be minimized. One %my is to assess the student's ref-
erence points with regard to the teacher's behavioral

,- categories under consideration Having this informa-
tion would help to make reasonable interpretations
of the behavior ratings possible. Another course is to
look spetificcIly at how well the teacher's behaviors
and methods helped students meet the goals of the
course Taking this approach, one is less interested
in rating a set of teacher behaviors in terms of
"good,'( "Ivor.- and so forth For example. evaluative
questions touching on whether the teacher was

e "friendly" or whether he or she assigned a "large
amount" of reading would not be asked in terms, of
"gotziror "poor" Rather the emphasis would be on
seeking specific ways that the "friendly" behavior

,and reading assignments helped or hindered the stu-
dent's learning The 'orientation ofithe qtiestions
would be different since they would concentrate on
the specific effects of teacher interpersUnal behaviors
and methods on the student's performance. A further
payoff of this plan is that the type of information col-
lected is more useful to the teacher since i,t, can be

,used to improve specific behaviors. A rating of ',*good"
on friendliness might be useful because students
were not afraid to ask for clarifications of content
after class.

.4
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How long an evaluation should last and who should
condtict it is the third major issue demanding atten-

' tion. There is a tendency in the literature to assume
that students or interested faculty can write a ques-
tionnaire, administei it, publish the data and then
regard the joke as complete. If my argument in this
article is at all legitimate, it should be apparent that
a quick and dirty job would yield ratheryoor data.
To assess a teacher with regei-d to just some of the
considerations suggested here cake time. I doubt
that an adequate assessment of what positive and
negative effects an. instructor, is laving could 1?e ac-
complished in less than one yelkr. This assumes that
onejs--nterested in obtaining information, giving the

"Instructor feedback. and then reassessing to see
whether positives champs have occurred in the in-
kructor's behavior. This is patticalarly important
when promotion and tenure consid6rations are tied in
with the evaluation effort.

Who should conduct the evaluation is something
that likewise must be taken seriously. Some possibili-
lies'are an independent evaluation agency, interested
students, faculty and administrators in a college, or
perhaps a committee composed of junior and senior
members of a department. Who does it depends upon
what purpose the evaluation is to serve. Again. this is
particularly importarit when promotion anti tenure\
are involved. The important points ire that a group/
ought to be made up of people whom faculty membVs
can trust and that competent evaluation guidelines
and goals be established. The written expression of
guidelines and goals should be done in conjunction

..-with'competent professional advice and with the use
of inputs from as many relevant sofirces as possible.
Before the evaluation is undertaken, the guidelines
and goals should be communicated to the faculty
members who wig be evaluated.

I hope that some of the conceptual, methodological
and operational suggeslions madein this article will
help to attenuate the resistance 'towards an evalua-
tion of teaching effectiveness. Furtherniore, it is my
belief that asking questions about how specific teacher
behaviors were or were not useful inputs to students
for meeting the course goals should give the teaCherl
information for changing the classroom environment
intelligently. Finally, I would suggest that the data
collected be used initially for feedback purposes. By
this I mean that beforc-evaluation data is used for
promotion and tenure considerations, the instructor
should be given the opportunity to Improve. How much .

he improved is not the issue for proinotion and tenure.
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Rather, those who make the decision should ask the
following questions: 0

First, did the instructor make an attempt to improve-
what he or she was doing? Professionals should be
cor"erned 'with improving what they do. Instructors
wh, ate not interested in improving their techniques
are not worth having on a faculty. .

,Second, are the instructor's values with regard to
things like professional research; writing and com-
munity. service c(impatible with the institution's
values? Feed) ack to the instructor would make this
clear If the institution considers Any or all of these
things important, then the instructor should be told

,what is expected How well thd faculty person con. j

forms to these values would be d promotion and ten
ure consideration. i

Third,..do colleagues Rerceive the instructor asra
____ valuable member of the faculty? Presumably, instruc-

tors would be given feedback consisting of how.col-
leagues perceiv e them\as. professionals. This could
help them to work on N.lationships and to modify
behaviors'In ways that are less antagonizing to col-
19agues Interest he would not be so much with
interpersonal habits as they would be with how the
teacher is Rerceived as sharing the administrative
load (e.g., advising students, serving on committees,
participating in faculty; meetings, etc.).

AO
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Fourth, have students reported that what they
learned from the course, in class and out, helped them
in decisions about what to major in, post-graduate
.,Ludy or on the job? Teachers who are considered ef-
fective should be those seen as contributing some-
thing of use to the student beyo.id the course itself.
If deficient in this area, a concerned instructor would
try to change what he or she is doing.
- A broadly-conceived evaluation system shb uld give
those vl:ho make promotion and tenure decisions the
appropriate infoiMation. How various in: its should
be weighed is another issue. Assigning differential
weights to each category (or to any others that are
developed) is really not useful and will needlessly
raise value issues. Professionals should be concerned
with improving.their praessional behaviors. Based
on changes in the inputs obtained from a broadly-
conceived evaluation enterprise and 'cori?fdered with
respect to clearly expressed goals, it will become quite
clear who the professionals are. The important con-
siderations in who to promote and/or give tenure`to
are whether a faculty member is honestly concerned
with improvement And can be objectively seen as
having taken steps in this direction. Only those con,
cerned about improving and tvho try deserve the title
of teacher.

-1Anthony F. Grasha
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